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Abstract
The Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) offers aligned and annotated rRNA
sequence data and analysis services to the research community through (http://
rdp.cme.msu.edu). RDP recently released new alignments of bacterial and
archaeal 16S rRNA gene sequence alignments and a fungal 28S gene sequence
alignment using the latest Infernal 1.1 aligner with specially-tuned covariance
models (CMs). As part of RDP’s efforts to support the fungal research community
following the release of the RDP Fungal 28S Classifier (Liu et al. 2011. doi:
10.1128/AEM.06826-11), most RDP tools, including the RDP Hierarchy Browser,
Sequence Match, Probe Match, and RDPipeline, have been updated to work with
the new fungal 28S sequences.
The RDPipeline expands upon our existing high-throughput tool offerings and is
designed to accommodate the latest benchtop high-throughput sequencing
technologies. The RDPipeline integrates with researcher’s existing myRDP
accounts for streamlined analysis job submission and monitoring. The new
RDPipeline includes both improved performance in optimizing back-end job load
distribution and increased capacity for larger datasets. It also provides additional
user-friendly features such as a “my jobs” page for each user to track the job status,
download results, and retrieve process parameters for past analysis tasks submitted
to RDPipeline. Other enhancements include optimized paired-end read assembly
(Assembler). Tested on Illumina MiSeq paired-end data, this tool outperformed its
peers in selectively filtering out error-containing sequence reads, and also better
handles different types of paired-end overlaps. A new data validation mechanism
implemented in RDPipeline provides feedback if incorrect data input is submitted
before an analysis job starts running--a feature especially valuable for
inexperienced users.
In addition to web-based services, RDP now distributes many of its process/
analysis tools as stand-alone, open-source versions through https://github.com/
rdpstaff. Tutorials are provided to guide researchers through the otherwise complex
data processing steps in well-defined, task-oriented workflows with detailed
instructions. RDP’s mission includes user support; email rdpstaff@msu.edu or call
+1(517) 432-4998.

Involved in Developing Community Standards

places sequences into bacterial
and fungal taxonomies
-Updated Fungal 28S Classifier
-already integrated into many packages
such as QIIME, Mothur, MG-RAST and
lllumina MiSeq Reporter

browse and select from
taxonomic hierarchy /
powerful search and
selection features
-NEW fungal 28S rRNA
data collections

! RDP Fungal 28S Classifier was updated with a new training set (11,442 sequences) providing increased

! test primers and probes for coverage, and

Enhanced Defined
Community Analysis

Library Compare

Newly enhanced FrameBot

frameshift-corrected protein and
nucleotide sequences, nearest matches
to a reference set –
10-100x increase in throughput
without indexing

upload and analyze your own 16S sequences
in your private / collaborative space

visualization tool aids in displaying
phylogenetic relationships

RDP Amplicon Sequence Pipeline: RDPipeline	
 
RDPipeline replaces our previous Pyrosequencing Pipe-

line with extended processing and analysis functions to
accommodate recent shifts in sequencing technologies.

New features include:

! Account-based access; possible for managing job

submission, monitoring status, and downloading results.

! Defined Community Analysis Tool calculates the
! Chimera Check tool powered by UCHIME.
! Extended for paired-end read assembly.
! Accepts compressed file upload.
! Infernal 1.1 aligners with larger processing capacity.
! Improved clustering tools.

! Extends PANDAseq, performs modified statistical

! Handles complex overlap layouts, such as reads past the
5’ end of the primer. See figure below.

! Built-in filtering to remove low quality assembled reads.
! Can run with multiple threads: 1.4 hrs to assemble over
16 million reads from one MiSeq run using a single CPU.

! Integrated into the RDPipeline Initial Process. New
algorithm also available from PANDAseq GitHub
repository or with built-in quality filtering and additional
command-line options as a download from the RDP site.

memory-efficient
hierarchical clustering tool

RDP’s Paired-end Reads Assembler handles all
paired-end read overlap layouts
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Enhanced FrameBot:
Frameshift Detection/Correction and Nearest Neighbor Gene Assignment

! FrameBot is a tool for frameshift correction and nearest-neighbor classification that
uses a dynamic programming algorithm to align a query DNA sequence against a
set of protein sequences. It produces corrected protein and DNA sequences and an
optimal global or local protein alignment.

! The algorithm allows amino acid substitutions, insertions and deletions, and
nucleotide insertions and deletions of one or two bases, thereby repairing
frameshifts.
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1. Translates nucleotide reads into protein sequences in all six reading frames.
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! While closely matching the result using the existing built-in indexing option, this
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pre-filtering not only provides the additional speed-up, but also avoids the need for
the complicated preparatory operation for building the index.

! Tested to process 250K Illumina MiSeq assembled reads (~160 nt) against 600
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3. Calculates the protein Sab score based on the fraction of shared kmers to each
reference sequence.
4. Returns the top 10 reference sequences by Sab score.
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100x increase in throughput as follow:

2. Extracts all overlapping amino acid oligomers of size k (kmers).

! Lots of room to say more in here . . . BENLI thought it
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Genus

1895

reference sequences in 15 hours on a single 2.4 GHz CPU.
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The Fungal ITS training set used in the publication Porras-Alfaro et al. (2014) is available on the RDP Resources
page. We are currently evaluating the performance of a few fungal ITS training sets, and will release the improved
set on the RDP Classifier site.

RDP Open Source
The RDP is committed to making our resources broadly available. In addition to web-based
services, RDP now distributes many of its process/analysis tools as stand-alone, open-source
versions through http://github.com/rdpstaff and http://sourceforge.net/projects/rdp-classifier/

! Readily integrated as modules in customized workflow for individual tasks.
! More processing/analysis options.
! Supported with detailed instructions and tutorials.

! Implemented a kmer pre-filtering heuristic in searching which resulted in a 10 to
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was important from his customer service standpoint to
show the download options and the overlap areas on
the screenshot below and figure left . . . Afterall, he is
the one who must explain at poster session.

available for workflow process
(visit SourceForge and GitHub)

Updated mcClust

analysis to find the most likely overlap, computes
assembled Q scores for the read overlap region.

identify common errors and alert user before processing
starts.
My	
  jobs:	
  

New Command-Line Tools

RDP Paired-End Read Assembler

! Input validators redesigned to use a ‘Fail-fast’ system to

Domain

Fungal ITS Classifier updates:

myRDP space

Tree Builder

Count

newly incorporated
for chimera detection

finds nearest neighbor; 
more accurate than BLAST

Workflow Tutorials and a
Community-driven Q&A User Wiki
report differentially-represented
taxa with
statistical p values

USEARCH

SeqMatch

Updated Bacterial and
Archaeal 16S Aligner

Fungal LSU Training Set No.11
Taxonomic Composition of Major Ranks
Rank

evaluate error patterns and rates 
on reads amplified from a mix 
of known organisms

--

basal lineages and better performance in

from complete fungal genomes and the fungal sequence set from the Comparative RNA Web Site.

Additional FunGene tools are specialized to process protein coding gene amplicon
data.

functional gene pipeline
& repository

coverage of the Glomeromycota, Chytridiomycota, and other
separating fungal from non-fungal eukaryotes.

! The new Fungal LSU Infernal aligner was released, using a covariance model built from 183 LSU sequences

! download aligned sequences.

fast search algorithm;
limit searches to specific regions

observed error rate.

*Yilmaz, P., R. Kottmann, D. Field, R. Knight, J. R. Cole, et al. Minimum information
about a marker gene sequence (MIMARKS) and minimum information about any
(x) sequence (MIxS) specifications. Nature Biotechnology 29: 415–420 (2011).
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nbt.1823>

! browse these collections and choose subsets for further analysis,

NEW Fungal 28S Aligner

GoogleSheets Help: http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/misc/googleSheetsHelp.jsp

Genomic Standards Consortium
(GSC; http://gensc.org/gsc/)

common ecofunctional genes and proteins, as well as integrated tools that allow
researchers to

RDP continues its effort in serving the fungal research community. Following the release of the Fungal 28S RDP
Classifier (Liu et al., 2012), most RDP tools, including the RDP Hierarchy Browser, Sequence Match, Probe
Match, and RDPipeline, have been updated to work with the new Fungal 28S sequences.

ProbeMatch
RDP Aligner

NEW Fungal Community Analysis Data & Tools

RDP’s Functional Gene Pipeline and Repository offers databases of many

! build phylogenetic trees,

RDP Classifier

RDP staff are directly involved in building community standards as members of the
Genomic Standards Consortium’s Compliance & Interoperability Working Group.*
RDP has developed a GoogleSheet for all 14 of the Genomic Standards Consortium
MIMARKS environmental packages to help you organize and manage metadata
from your samples. These sheets are ideal for use in a remote collaborative environment and stored by Google “in the cloud” so they don’t require any special user IT
infrastructure.

International Soil Metagenome
Sequencing Consortium 
(Terragenome;
http://www.terragenome.org)

RDP’s NGS Pipeline for Key Eco-Functional Genes

The Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) offers aligned and annotated rRNA sequence data and analysis services to the research community. These
services help researchers with the discovery and characterization of microbes important to bioenergy production, biogeochemical cycles, greenhouse
gas production, and bioremediation.

Browsers

http://fungene.cme.msu.edu

! RDPTools package: a comprehensive tool suite comprised of the most commonly-used tools
from RDP main, RDPipeline and RDP FunGene websites, and user-requested command-line
tools, such as GFClassify (a fast and accurate classification of amplicon sequences from close
homologous gene families), KmerFilter (kmer analysis), PrimerMatch (a Primer/Probe Match
tool), ReadSeq (a Java-based common sequence file format reader and sequence file
manipulator), Xander (a gene-targeted metagenomic assembly tool), and more.
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RDP’S Mission Includes User Support
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